
Fort Bragg Hunter Orientation Quiz: 
(The orientation is posted at https://bragg.isportsman.net under Program Information: Hunting) 

1. To get a permit you need State Hunter Safety and the Fort Bragg Orientation, but what 3 things do you
have to have in your possession when hunting?

2. Sign-out starts online at midnight, but what time can you enter the woods?

3. Legal shooting time for Fall hunting ends at either Sunset or 30 minutes after Sunset so with another
hour to Sign-in, what time is ‘No Later Than’ Sign-in time?

4. True/False:  Even with all this time after legal shooting time to sign in, a poor cell phone signal is still a
legitimate excuse to Sign-in late.

5. Fall hunting Sign-in is 90 minutes after sunset. What time do you have to Sign-in by for Turkey
Hunting?

6. True/False:  Archers and Small Game hunters may hunt concurrent with troop training, but if you are
rifle hunting, you should not see troops in your area.

7. True/False:  During normal circumstances all Deer and Turkey harvested (except at Camp Mackall)
have to be checked in at the Hunting & Fishing Center.

8. True/False:  In addition to physically checking in the deer or turkey, all deer and turkey also have to be
checked with the state at 1-800 I Got One.

9. Even when you have an Either Sex Slot, how many antlerless deer can you shoot on Bragg in one
day?

10. How many points does a buck have to have in the Quality Deer Management Area?

11. True/False: Turkey party hunts are authorized as long as one hunter has Signed-out in an open
hunting slot and only one hunter has a weapon.

12. True/False:  On any land, but especially public land, you should always be prepared for something
unexpected, and never consider shooting until you are sure of your target and what is behind it.

13. True/False:  Except to inform someone of an imminent safety issue, you should not confront
hunters or others about a violation, but immediately report it to enforcement.

14. Can you drink alcohol when hunting, or play with ordnance that you find in the woods?

Send answers to the quiz in an email  (along with proof of state hunter safety) to: fbisportsman@gmail.com

https://bragg.isportsman.net/

